
Katrin Ströbel  
works on paper 
2004–2015



discotheque
water colour
80 x 120 cm
2011

honesty house
water colour
80 x 120 cm
2012



confessions
water colours
50 x 40 cm
2009

derniers jours
water colours
50 x 40 cm
2009



Guckkastenmann
collage, chinese ink on paper
65 x 50 cm
2015

cadavre (allemand)
collage, gouache on paper
69,8 x 50 cm
2015



Traurige Tropen, weinende Weinberge
diptych
water colour 
each 65 x 50 cm
2010

Der Zusammenprall der Weltkulturen
collage, water colour, graphite
48,8 x 33,2 cm
2015



Sculpture
collage, graphite, chinese ink on paper
69,8 x 48,8 cm
2015

Petite alsacienne
collage, water colour, chinese ink on paper
48,8 x 33,2 cm
2015



villa I 
chinese ink on paper
80 x 120 cm
2011

villa II
chinese ink on paper
80 x 120 cm
2011



jungle boogie I (Brisbane)
chinese ink, water colour
80 x 120 cm
2012

tropical dome 1 (Mount Coo-tha), 
chinese ink, water colour
90 x 125 cm
2012



Frankfurt I
graphite on paper
29,7 x 21 cm
2010

Frankfurt II
graphite on paper
29,7 x 21 cm
2010



die Töchter / die Orte
4 drawings 
chinese ink on paper
each 65 x 50 cm
2010

Sophie Scholl, a German student and activist 
of the resistance group “White Rose” was  
executed by the Nazis in 1943. The series 
“die Töchter  / die Orte” (The Daughters / 
The Places) shows Sophie Scholl's portrait 
next to the one of Gudrun Ensslin, founder 
of the German far-left militant group RAF.  
An ink drawing of the birthplace of Sophie 

Scholl accompanies her portrait. The forth 
drawing reprensents the cell of Gudrun 
Ensslin at the Stammheim prison, where  she 
committed suicide in 1977.

Villa Arson, Nice



Museum of Shame 
17 drawings
chinese ink on paper,  
different sizes
approx.: 340  x 160 cm
2012

This work talks about mostly Jewish migrants 
that escaped during the Nazi-Regime from 
Germany to Australia, about their memories 
of Germany and the war – but also about 
their life after the war far away from the 
European continent. It also links reflections 
about home and identity after WWII with 

the discussion about the state of Aborigines 
in Australian society.

Sammlung Klein, Eberdingen



Hong Kong I
water colour
21 x 30 cm
2012

Sydney
water colour 
21 x 30 cm
2012



Casablanca décalé (Hotel Washington)
permanent marker on folded paper
2 drawings
each 133 x 150 cm
2015

Casablanca décalé (Source du Lion)
permanent marker on folded paper
2 drawings
each 133 x 150 cm
2015



Die Namenlosen
chinese ink on paper
10 drawings
each 47 x 62 cm
2013–2014

Enver Simsek, Abdurrahim Özüdogru, 
Süleyman Tasköprü, Habil Kılıç, Mehmet 
Turgut, Ismail Yasar, Theodoros Boulgarides, 
Mehmet Kubasık, Halit Yozgat, Michèle 
Kiesewetter, victimes of the “NSU” (National 
Socialist Underground) have been killed by 
German Neonazis between 2000 and 2007.

Mehmet Turgut

.



“Les Marabouts” is a series of water colours 
based on leaflets of fortune-tellers,  
visionaries and miracle healers found on the 
streets of Paris during a six-months stay.

Karamokho Ta, Monsieur Abdoul  
from the series “Les Marabouts”
water colours
each 70 x 100 cm
2008–2010

Ta colère est legitime, Jésus te regarde 
water colours,
each 75 x 105 cm
2005

A series of water colours that examines the 
boundaries of visual and verbal languages, as 
well as the limits of ornamentalisation and 
ligibility of grafitti codes.



l'appartement 22 Rabat Morocco, 2007

rasm
series of drawings and water colours
dimensions between 29,7 x 21 cm 
and 70 x 45 cm
2006/2007

A research about  (Arabic and French) 
language in the public space Rabat and 
Casablanca. By questioning visual and verbal 
languages, ornament and calligraphie, the 
drawings reflect how postcolonial power 
structures are still visible in the public space 
of Moroccan cities. 



Les milles et une choses
75 drawings 
ink on paper
each 29,7 x 21 cm
2004

“Les milles et une choses” is a urban diary 
of signs and codes in the streets of Marseille.



portraits
27 drawings
ink on squared paper
90 x 189 cm
each 21 x 29,7 cm
2009

27 written portraits (French / German) of  
marginalized people;  homeless, beggars, 
maniacs and other “invisible” people living in 
the streets of Valence, France.



loop 1 (la ilaha il allah) &  
loop 2 (a rose is a rose)
gold pen on paper,  
24 x 32 cm
2010

Arabic versions of two repetitive phrases from 
diffrent contetx are set in a formal relation: 
The Shahada, the Islamic creed declaring 
belief in the oneness of God is opposed to  
“A rose is a rose is a rose”, the famous line 
from Gertrude Stein’s avantgarde poem.  

warda (rose)
c-print on paper 
edition of 6
62,5 x 47,5 cm
2014

A second version of Gertrude Stein's phrase 
developped in cooperation with a Moroccan 
calligrapher.



maison mauresque I & II
drawing, 4 parts
graphite on paper
each 350 x 120 m
2009

The “Maison Mauresque” (Moorish house),  
an ornated building in the city center 
of Valence proves the enthusiasm for 
Orientalism and its impact on architecture 
of the 19th century.  The drawing on the 
left shows a social housing complex in the 
banlieue of Valence, basically inhabited by 
migrants from Maghreb countries, equally 

Städtische Galerie Offenburg

decorated with ornamental forms and 
Mashrabiya-like patterns.

les bateaux
72 drawings 
graphite on paper
each 24 x 32 cm
2009

An archive of auspicious names of boats that 
passed in front of the studio on Rhône river 
during a 3-month stay in Valence, France.



Toowong
charcoal on paper 
series of 15
each 100 x 80 cm

2012

A series of 15 charcoal drawings of early  
tombstones of Chinese migrants at Toowong  
cemetary, Brisbane.



Conversations marocaines
ink on paper, digital prints 
36 drawings
each 21 x 29,7 cm
2007

The artist book “Conversations marocaines” 
contains six interviews with Morrocan artists 
about their work, their living conditions,  
their status being labelled as an “Arab 
artist” and their relation to the Western 
art market. Every interview is accompanied 
by six drawings. At the end of the project, 
each artist chose one drawing from his/her 

series. The missing drawings are replaced by 
translucent prints.

Städtische Galerie Offenburg



www.katrin-stroebel.de
studio@katrin-stroebel.de
+49 (0) 163 719 10 10
+33 (0) 782 30 24 16


